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The lovely aroma of biscuits, sausage, and ham drifted through the frat house. Aster had smelt it
since the moment he'd woken, the plump black cat's stomach growling in anticipation. It was Aster's 
birthday, and the rest of the frat had promised him a food-filled day he'd never forget. The frat 
embraced the larger side of life, with every member sporting a sizable gut. Most were constantly 
growing fatter as the semester went on, either purposely or as a consequence of being surrounded by 
gluttons. Aster himself was merely leaving his waistline to the mercy of college life, accepting 
whatever gains came along. 

Aster padded down the stairs, belly bouncing with every step. The closer he got to the kitchen 
the stronger the smell of food became and the hungrier he grew. By the time he finally arrived at the 
kitchen he felt as if he could eat a whole buffet—which was probably what his frat brothers intended. 

The table was covered in plates, a smorgasbord of breakfast foods that could have fed an entire 
frat. Of course Aster knew this feast was solely for him. At the stove a doughy gray lion was finishing 
up some more eggs. 

“August, I'm starting to believe you're trying to make me fat!” Aster chuckled as he strolled in. 
August laughed. “Oh you'd certainly get huge all on your own, tubbs. I'm just speeding things 

along. And considering how much weight I gained just taste-testing everything I'd say you're going to 
be a birthday blimp today!”

Aster blushed. He'd thought August looked fatter than usual, and the thought of how much 
bigger he might get made him slightly flustered. 

“Well if I end up stuck in a doorway today you're gonna be the one pushing me through!” Aster 
said as he sat down. 

The sheer abundance of options was almost overwhelming. Aster's gaze drifted from one plate 
to another, until finally the cat decided to simply choose the one closest to him. With ravenous ferocity 
Aster plowed through the overflowing plate, shoveling food into his mouth. It was fresh and delicious, 
and his stomach growled for more after each bite. Within a minute the first plate was empty, pushed 
aside to make room for the next. 

Being part of the frat had made Aster an expert at gorging, which he took great pride in. He 
guzzled pitchers of orange juice and milk to wash down the feast, August ensuring neither was ever 
empty. The cat's belly was steadily starting to swell. Creases in his pink hoodie were smoothed out as it
clung tighter and tighter. Inevitably his gut peeked out from beneath it. 

Five plates. Seven plates. Ten. 
Most would've been already passed out and cradling their swollen bellies, but Aster was 

anything but a lightweight. His pledge period had been a semester of non-stop eating, where the 
freshman fifteen was a monthly occurrence. The birthday breakfast August had prepared was but a 
modest start as far as he was concerned. 

It didn't take long for the feline's gut to press into and over the kitchen table, forcing him to inch
backwards a little with every plate. August expertly swooped in to keep fresh food in his frat brother's 
reach, stacking empty plates further away. In between he'd sneak a peek at Aster's growing belly and 
grin. If he had his way the cat would be immobile by the end of the day. 

As big as the feast was, it had to end eventually. Aster picked up a muffin and tossed it into his 
open maw, sighing in delight. He leaned backwards in his chair, rewarded by a chorus of creaks, and 
happily patted his stuffed gut. It'd swelled to the size of a large beach ball, impossible for his hoodie to 
contain. He regretted the fact his much stretchier expandex hoodie was in the wash, but flaunting his 
middle was also fun. 

“If only I could—buworrp—have a breakfast that satisfying every day!” Aster declared, rubbing
and drumming on his belly with glee. 



“You'd fill the whole frat house in less than a year!” August said, giving the fatter cat's gut a 
teasing poke. “Not that 'World's Fattest Frat Boy' wouldn't be an impressive accomplishment.”

Again Aster blushed, the idea far more appealing than he wanted to admit. 
“Course now waddling to my one class of the day is gonna be a bit of a challenge,” Aster said as

he made a passive attempt to wiggle out of his chair. Though it was wide enough to handle him, hefting
himself up would take some effort. 

“Pfft, just barrel through the crowds with that gut of yours!” August said. “Though I'd be more 
worried about fitting at a desk~”

Aster scoffed. “I'm fat, but I'm not that fat! Especially now that the university's replaced most of
them with versions reinforced for five hundred plus pounds.”

“Don't worry, at this rate you'll push them past their new limits in no time.” August gave Aster's 
belly another poke before retrieving a bag with a box in it. “But speaking of class, I've got some snacks
for you to nibble on during it. Wouldn't want you to starve before we hit up the dining hall for lunch 
afterward.”

For a “snack”, the box was huge. Curious, Aster cracked open the box, and was immediately hit 
by the smell of pastries. There had to have been at least three dozen donuts crammed into it. 

“I'm sure you can munch on those and take notes simultaneously. See ya for lunch, jumbo!”
August hurried off before Aster could say another word. Aster carefully lifted himself out of the 

chair, his belly wobbling dramatically as he did. He smiled as he tried to make his hoodie cover as 
much of his middle as possible, but for the most part it remained scrunched up and covering his moobs.

With his snack bag in paw Aster slowly waddled back up to his room to prepare for class, every 
frat member he passed stopping to give his gut a rub or prod. Many gave the cat treats of their own to 
wish him a happy birthday, and by the time Aster left the frat house he was even wider than before. 

The cool breeze tickled Aster's exposed belly as he waddled to class, which was thankfully not 
too far away. His recent gluttony was clear, but most of the stares he received were ones of approval. 
He was on the nation's fattest college campus, after all. There were tight shirts and peeking bellies 
everywhere he looked, and the occasional student who was twice as fat as Aster. Freshmen were easy to
spot by how comparatively thin they were, though quite a few had gotten chubbier only a couple 
months into the semester. Many of them would be as round as Aster within a year, maybe even rounder 
if they grew overly fond of the dining halls. 

Aster entered class just a minute shy of it starting, which limited his seating options. He slowly 
made his way down an aisle, belly bumping into the backs of every-other seated classmate, the cat 
apologizing left and right. In the end he was forced to choose an older desk with a chair that groaned 
and wobbled beneath his bubble butt. The loud sound caught the attention of more than a couple peers, 
Aster blushing as he grinned and adjusted his gut. 

Professor Fisher—the massive black bear who taught the class—slowly paced at the front, his 
heavy steps shaking desks near him. Aster couldn't help but admire the bear's constantly jiggling gut. 
His paw dipped into the snack bag on instinct as he watched, a deep desire to get bigger fueling his 
renewed gluttony. 

Surprisingly, Aster was able to maintain a balance between his eating, his note-taking, and his 
ogling of the professor's heft. As the class went on his belly grew, faint creaks from his chair drowned 
out by the lecture. Though breakfast was already starting to digest, Aster was quickly replenishing his 
stomach with fresh food, preventing his middle from shrinking at all. About five minutes before class 
ended Aster's paw scraped the bottom of the empty donut box, idly searching for a while longer. 

Food was still on the engorged black cat's mind when Professor Fisher dismissed everyone. 
Aster packed his bag and went to stand, only to realize rather quickly he was stuck. He pressed on his 
gut and wiggled in every way he could think of, but still he couldn't dislodge himself. He was just 
about to sheepishly ask for assistance when the chair creaked ominously. 

In a flash the chair collapsed beneath Aster's weight, the cat meowing loudly in surprise. His 



belly wobbled wildly as he fell onto his butt, and while his ego was bruised he thankfully wasn't hurt. A
collective gasp rose from the class as his fall was witnessed, which was followed first by silence and 
then scattered laughs. 

Flustered beyond belief, Aster stood back up and stepped away from the crushed debris. “Hehe, 
guess it couldn't handle my tank.” The cat gave his gut a slap. 

The joking boast elicited more laughter, but now Aster felt a bit less embarrassed. Fully 
recovered, he waddled out as quickly as he could, swearing he could hear his stomach grumbling as he 
made his way towards the nearest dining hall. He was barely ten feet out of the building before he 
stumbled upon another member of his frat, a tiger with a ball gut. 

“Hey bro, thought you could use a drink to quench your thirst on the way to lunch!”
Only then did Aster spot the pair of two-liters in the tiger's paws, each full of soda. He knew 

everyone was going to try to keep him stuffed throughout the day, but their dedication still brought a 
smile to him. With a quick thanks Aster accepted the first bottle, spinning off the cap and chugging it 
down in one go, his gut wobbling as it filled. He let out an echoing uorrrrrrrrrrrrrp upon finishing. 
The second was chugged just as quickly, and Aster gave his chest a couple hard thumps after just to 
prompt an even louder belch than before. 

After a good-luck belly rub from his frat brother Aster continued onward. He wasn't the least bit
surprised when he came across another frat member. Then another, and another. Each had some kind of 
drink or snack to offer, and Aster accepted the gifts with gusto. When he finally reached the dining hall 
his bloated belly glorshed and glrrked as he waddled, his stomach trying its hardest to keep up with the 
cat's gorging. 

August was waiting outside, obviously pleased with how much bigger Aster had managed to 
grow since morning. 

“Hope you can still fit in a booth—though I guarantee you won't be able to get out of it once I'm
done with ya!” 

Aster pinned the smaller cat against the wall with his enormous belly, causing August to blush. 
“Just remember, if I can't waddle back to the frat house you'll be rolling me there~”

“Hah, with that power I'd just roll you right to the buffet for dinner!” August countered as he 
was freed. 

The pair went inside, Aster finding the most spacious booth he could while August went to 
acquire his first few courses. He'd just settled in when the lion returned, a plate in each paw. August 
was gone again as soon as they were on the table, intent on gathering a feast worthy of a fattening 
birthday lunch. 

While Aster originally wanted to wait for August to return, the temptation of the first courses 
proved too much. The first was cleared by the time the third and fourth arrived, and suddenly it was a 
race between feeder and feedee to see who could keep up with who. Burgers, pizza, pasta—all were 
scarfed down by Aster as if he hadn't eaten in weeks. His belly was blimping outward faster than ever, 
filling with the high-calorie food that'd made the campus so wide. Aster wanted it all. Soda, 
milkshakes, juice, soup. There was always more yet never enough. 

August had managed to convince a server to help him, until Aster was thoroughly surrounded 
by food. The cat's expanding belly had pushed the table just out of reach, though, forcing his frat 
brother to step in. August happily began to feed the gluttonous cat. Aster accepted everything he was 
offered without exception, eyes practically glazed over as he ate on instinct, dreaming of being bigger. 

The cat's belly spread over his lap, a furry black boulder pinning him to the booth. It was a 
noisy beast, letting out blurrrrrbles and glorrps. Leaning against it would prompt burps of varying 
degrees, freeing up more space for food. 

Aster's mountain of a belly was almost blocking his mouth by the time the plates stopped 
coming. While August was certain Aster could've continued eating, he also wanted to make sure the 
birthday cat had room for dinner later on. And that he could still fit through the front door of the frat 



house. 
Aster was in a bit of a daze, moaning and aimlessly grasping his gut. A perpetual smile was 

upon his face, loud purrs starting up. August guessed it could take an hour or two for the engorged cat 
to snap back to reality, which was probably how long it would take to get him home. The lion patted 
Aster's belly, grinning as he imagined how much fatter he'd be the next morning. And the morning after
that, and the morning after that, and the...


